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PART II Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics
Each of these chapters applies the core ideas of Part I to the content taught in K–8 mathematics. Clear discussions are provided for how to teach the topic, what a learning progression for that topic might be, and what worthwhile tasks look like.
Hundreds of problem-based, engaging tasks and activities are provided to show how the concepts can be developed with
students. These chapters are designed to help you develop pedagogical strategies now, and serve as a resource and reference
for your teaching now and in the future.
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Preface
All students can learn mathematics with understanding. It is through the teacher’s actions that
every student can have this experience. We believe that teachers must create a classroom environment in which students are given opportunities to solve problems and work together, using
their ideas and strategies, to solve them. Effective mathematics instruction involves posing
tasks that engage students in the mathematics they are expected to learn. Then, by allowing
students to interact with and productively struggle with their own mathematical ideas and their
own strategies, they will learn to see the connections among mathematical topics and the real
world. Students value mathematics and feel empowered to use it.
Creating a classroom in which students design solution pathways, engage in productive
struggle, and connect one mathematical idea to another, is complex. Questions arise, such as,
“How do I get students to wrestle with problems if they just want me to show them how to
do it? What kinds of tasks lend themselves to this type of engagement? Where can I learn the
mathematics content I need to be able to teach in this way?” With these and other questions
firmly in mind, we have several objectives in the tenth edition of this textbook:
1. Illustrate what it means to teach mathematics using a problem-based approach.
2. Serve as a go-to reference for all of the mathematics content suggested for grades preK–8
as recommended in the Common Core State Standards (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010)
and in standards used in other states, and for the research-based strategies that illustrate
how students best learn this content.
3. Present a practical resource of robust, problem-based activities and tasks that can engage
students in the use of significant mathematical concepts and skills.
4. Focus attention on student thinking, including the ways students might reason about numbers, and possible challenges and misconceptions they might have.
We are hopeful that you will find that this book is a valuable resource for teaching and learning
mathematics!

New to this Edition
The following are highlights of the most significant changes in the tenth edition.

Common Challenges and Misconceptions
Every chapter in Part II offers at least one table that summarizes common challenges students encounter in learning that topic (Chapter 15, Fraction Operations has three). The table
includes the challenge, provides an example of what that might look like in either a sample of
student work or a statement, and then offers some brief ideas of what you might do to help.
Knowing common student challenges and misconceptions is a critical part of planning and can
greatly inf luence how a lesson is structured and what problems you use. The research from
many sources has been merged into these practical references.

Routines
More and more classrooms are using innovative lesson designs and short discussion routines to
help students develop number sense, f lexibility, and the mathematical practices. In Chapter 4,
we have added se new sections on: 3-Act Tasks, Number Talks, and Worked Examples. For

xiii
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xiv  Preface
example, worked examples are mentioned in some of the tables identifying student challenges,
because there is research to suggest that analyzing worked examples is effective in helping
students learn.

Mathematical Modeling
Since the ninth edition, there has been significant national dialogue about the importance of
mathematical modeling and what this might look like across the grades. The Guidelines for
Assessment & Instruction in Mathematical Modeling Education (GAIMME) Report (COMAP &
SIAM, 2016) provides excellent guidance. Therefore, the section in Chapter 13 on mathematical modeling was completely rewritten to ref lect the GAIMME report, as well as to showcase
a number of excellent books and articles that have emerged recently.

Infusion of Technology
You may notice that Chapter 7 (Technology) from the previous edition is gone. Readers and
reviewers have commented that this chapter is not needed in part because using technology
is much more commonly understood and used, and in part because it makes far more sense to
talk about technology as it relates to the mathematics. We have heard you and we have integrated
technology discussions, tools, and ideas throughout the book.

MyLab Education
Digital learning and assessment resources have been expanded significantly via MyLab Education. The following resources have been designed to help you develop the pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge needed to be a successful teacher of mathematics:
• Video examples: Embedded throughout all chapters, these examples allow you to see
key concepts in action through authentic classroom video, as well as clips of children
solving math problems. Additional videos feature your authors and other experts introducing and brief ly explaining strategies for teaching important topics.
• Self-checks: Designed for self-study, these multiple-choice items are tied to each chapter learning outcome, and help you assess how well you have mastered the concepts
covered in the reading. These exercises are self-grading and provide a rationale for the
correct answer.
• Application exercises: Video and scenario-based exercises appear throughout the chapters and provide an opportunity for you to apply what you have learned to real classroom
situations. There are also ten exercises on observing and responding to student thinking that
include video clips of children talking through and solving problems on a whiteboard
app; accompanying questions ask you to analyze and child’s reasoning, identify any misconceptions, and explain any actions or prompts you might use as the teacher to guide
the student’s learning. Expert feedback is provided after submitting your response.
• Math practice: Located at the end of most content chapters, these sets of questions
provide an opportunity to practice or refresh your own mathematics skills through
solving exercises associated with the content from that chapter. These questions are
also self-grading.
• Blackline masters, activity pages, and expanded lessons: These documents are
linked throughout each chapter and make it easy for instructors and students to download and print classroom-ready handouts that can be used in a methods class or school
settings.

Major Changes to Specific Chapters
Every chapter in the tenth edition has been revised to ref lect the most current research, standards, and exemplars. This is evident in the approximately 300 new references in the tenth
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edition! This represents our ongoing commitment to synthesize and present the most current
evidence of effective mathematics teaching. Here we share changes to what we consider the
most significant (and that have not already been mentioned above).

Teaching Mathematics in the 21st Century (Chapter 1)
The new Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE) Standards for Preparing
Teachers of Mathematics (AMTE, 2017) are described in Chapter 1. We added a section on
how to create a whole school agreement with a cohesive mathematics message.

Exploring What It Means to Know and Do Mathematics
(Chapter 2)
Chapter 2 was revised in several significant ways, including revisions to the exemplar tasks (one
in each content domain) to each have a common format, and to each have a stronger focus
on multiple strategies. The discussions on theory were condensed, and making connections
between theory and teaching were revised to be more succinct and explicit.

Teaching through Problem Solving (Chapter 3)
The NCTM Teaching Practices (2014) have been integrated into Chapter 3. A completely
revamped section, now titled Developing Procedural Fluency, focuses on the importance of
connecting conceptual and procedural knowledge, and includes a new list of ways to adapt
drill-related tasks to emphasize understanding and connections (Boaler, 2016). Talk moves in
the Discourse section have been revised to include eight talk moves (Chapin, O’Conner, &
Anderson, 2013).

Teaching through Problem Solving (Chapter 4)
Beyond the new routines section (described above), the families section was heavily revised and
the lesson plan steps condensed and formatted for easier readability.

Teaching Mathematics Equitably to All Students (Chapter 6)
We expanded our emphasis on using an asset-based approach, focusing on students’
strengths rather than deficits. We emphasize a focus on using students’ prior knowledge
and experiences to drive instructional decisions. There is also a revamping of the section
on gifted and talented students including attention to an excellence gap (students who may
be overlooked).

Basic Facts (Chapter 9)
Recent research (e.g., Baroody et al., 2016) has uncovered a new and effective addition reasoning strategy—Use 10, which has been added to this chapter, along with new visuals and insights
on teaching subtraction facts effectively.

Developing Strategies for Multiplication and Division
(Chapter 12)
In new updates in this chapter, there are expanded examinations of the written records of computing multiplication and division problems including lattice multiplication, open arrays, and
partial quotients. There is also a new section of the use of the break apart or decomposition
strategy for division. A conversation about the selection of numbers for computational estimation problems is also shared.
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Algebraic Thinking, Equations, and Functions (Chapter 13)
In addition to the new section on mathematical modeling, there are several new ideas and
strategies for supporting algebraic thinking, including adapting the hundreds chart to
explore patterns and options for creating tables with more structure to help students notice
relationships.

Developing Fraction Concepts (Chapters 14)
Fraction concepts has an expanded focus on the fundamental ideas of sharing and iterating.
This chapter also has been reorganized, has more contexts for comparing fractions, and more
attention to student challenges in understanding fractions.

Ratios, Proportions, and Proportional Reasoning (Chapter 17)
The sections on additive and multiplicative reasoning have been significantly revised, including a new discussion on social justice mathematics. Additionally, significantly more literature
connections are provided in this chapter and new activities.

Developing Concepts of Data Analysis (Chapter 20)
This chapter had numerous enhancements and changes! In addition to four new figures and
completely updated technology options, the discussion of variability is woven throughout the
chapter (including more attention to measures that are resistant to outlier), and sections on
boxplots, histograms, and bivariate data were expanded and revised (see new subsection on
bivariate categorical data).

An Introduction to Teaching Developmentally
If you look at the table of contents, you will see that the chapters are separated into
two distinct sections. The first section consists of six chapters and covers important ideas
that cross the boundaries of specific areas of content. The second section, consisting of
16 chapters, offers teaching suggestions and activities for every major mathematics topic
in the preK–8 curriculum. Chapters in Part I offer perspectives on the challenging task
of helping students learn mathematics. Having a feel for the discipline of mathematics—
that is, to know what it means to “do mathematics”—is critical to learning how to teach
mathematics well. In addition, understanding constructivist and sociocultural perspectives
on learning mathematics and how they are applied to teaching through problem solving
provides a foundation and rationale for how to teach and assess preK–8 students. You will
be teaching diverse students including students who are English learners, are gifted, or
have disabilities. In this text, you will learn how to apply instructional strategies in ways
that support and challenge all learners. Formative assessment strategies and strategies for
diverse learners are addressed in specific chapters in Part I (Chapters 5, and 6, respectively),
and throughout Part II chapters.
Each chapter of Part II focuses on one of the major content areas in preK–8 mathematics
curriculum. It begins with identifying the big ideas for that content, and provides guidance on
how students best learn that content through many problem-based activities to engage them
in understanding mathematics, as well as considering what challenges they may encounter and
how you might help them.
Hundreds of tasks and activities are embedded in the text. Take out pencil and paper, or use
technology, and try the problems, thinking about how you might solve them and how students
at the intended grades might solve them. This is one way to actively engage in your learning
about students learning mathematics. In so doing, this book will increase your own understanding of mathematics, the students you teach, and how to teach them effectively.
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Some Special Features of This Text
By f lipping through the book, you will notice many section headings, a large number of figures,
and various special features. All are designed to make the book more useful as a long-term
resource. Here are a few things to look for.

14
CHAPTER

Developing Fraction Concepts
LEARNER OUTCOMES
After reading this chapter and engaging in the embedded activities and reflections, you should be
able to:
14.1 Describe and give examples for fractions constructs and fraction models.
14.2 Explain foundational concepts of fractional parts, including iteration and partitioning.
14.3 Illustrate the concept of equivalence across fraction models.
14.4 Describe strategies for comparing fractions and ways to teach this topic conceptually.

F

ractions are one of the most important topics students need to understand to be successful
in algebra and beyond, yet it is an area in which U.S. students, as well as students in many
countries, struggle (OECD, 2014). National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
results have consistently shown that students have a weak understanding of fraction concepts
(Sowder & Wearne, 2006; Wearne & Kouba, 2000). This lack of understanding is then translated into difficulties with fraction computation, decimal and percent concepts, and algebra
(Bailey, Hoard, Nugent, & Geary, 2012; Booth & Newton, 2012; Brown & Quinn, 2007;
National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008; Siegler, Fazio, Bailey, & Zhou, 2013). Therefore,
it is critical that you teach fractions well, present fractions as interesting and important, and
commit to helping students understand the meaning of fractions.

BIG IDEAS
◆◆

Fractions can and should be represented across different interpretations (e.g., part-whole
and division) and different models: area (e.g., 13 of a garden), length (e.g., 34 of an inch), and
set (e.g., 12 of the marbles).

◆◆

Fractions are equal shares of a whole or a unit. Therefore, equal sharing activities (e.g.,
2 sandwiches shared with 4 friends) build on whole-number knowledge to introduce fractional quantities.

◆◆

Partitioning and iterating are ways students to understand the meaning of fractions. Partitioning can be thought of as splitting the whole equally (e.g., splitting a whole into fourths),
and iterating can be thought of as making a copy of each piece and counting them (e.g.,
one-fourth, two-fourths, etc.).

◆◆

Equivalent fractions are ways of describing the same amount by using different-sized fractional parts.

◆◆

Fractions can be compared by reasoning about the relative size of the fractions. Estimation
and reasoning are important in teaching understanding of fractions.

337
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b Learning Outcomes
To help readers know what they
should expect to learn, each chapter begins with learning outcomes.
Self-checks are numbered to cover
and thus align with each learning
outcome.

b Big Ideas
Much of the research and literature espousing a student-centered
approach suggests that teachers
plan their instruction around big ideas
rather than isolated skills or concepts. At the beginning of each chapter in Part II, you will find a list of the
big mathematical ideas associated
with the chapter. Teachers find these
lists helpful to quickly envision the
mathematics they are to teach.
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Chapter 9 Developing Basic Fact Fluency

Reasoning strategies for addition facts are directly related to one or more number relationships that were developed in Chapter 7. It takes many experiences over many months for
students to move from using strategies to just knowing their facts.
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MyLab Education
FIGURE 21.5 Student reasoning for “Fair or Unfair?” that connects outcomes to probability.

Activity 21.9

Video Example 9.5

Watch teachers emphasize reasoning strategies and number
relationships to develop fluency.

Notice that no memorization is needed—just many activities like the ones shared here (and
in Chapters 7 and 8)! The first five strategies listed are foundational strategies, so they should
be developed through phase 3 (mastery/automaticity) before developing the other strategies.

CCSS-M: 7.G.B.4; 7.SP.C.6; 7.SP.C.7b

b Activities

Chance of Hitting the Target?
Project a target such as the one illustrated here with concentric circles having radii of 2 inches, 6 inches, 8 inches, and 10 inches,
each region shaded a different color. Ask students to determine the fraction and percent of each colored region in the circle.

One
More
Than and Two
More Than
(Count
The
numerous
activities
found
in On)
every

chapter of
Part II have always been rated by readers as one of
the most valuable parts of the book. Some activity
ideas are described
directly in the text and in the
+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2are presented in the numbered
0
illustrations. Others
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 2 3 4 activity
5 6 7 8 9is
10 a
11 problem-based
Activity boxes. Every
3
4 5
4
5 in
6 Chapter 3) and is designed to
task (as described
5
6 7
6 in
7 doing
8
engage students
mathematics.

Each of the 36 facts highlighted in the following chart has at least one addend of 1 or 2. These
facts are a direct application of the one-more-than and two-more-than relationships described
in Chapter 7. Being able to count on, then, is a necessary prerequisite to being able to apply
this strategy (Baroody et al., 2009).

Ask students to discuss what the probability for landing on the center (assuming all throws land on the circle and are thrown
randomly). Ask students to discuss why data may or may not match the percent of the area that is covered (e.g., people with
good aim will be able to hit the smaller areas more often). Then, have students propose what point values they would assign
to each region. Students may assign values in various ways. For example, they may think the skinny outer circle is harder to
land on and give it more points than other sections, even though the area of that region may be more. Allow them time to
share their reasoning and to critique others’ ways of assigning points.

Adaptations
for Students with Special Needs and
MyLab Education Blackline Master: 10 : 10 Grid
English Learners c
Experiments

Chapter 12

8 9

8

9 10
10 11

9

Create story problems in which one of the addends is a 1 or a 2. For example, “Seven children were waiting for the slide. Then 2 more children got in line. How many children were
waiting for the slide?” Ask different students to explain how they got the answer of 9. Some will
count all, some will count on from 7, and some will ‘just know’ that 2 more than 7 is 9. Help students see the connection between counting on and adding 2, for example showing a number line.

Dartboards can be made many different ways, not just in the traditional way (Williams &
Bruels, 2011). For example, using a 10 * 10 Grid, any combination of shapes can be drawn in
such a way that the area can be calculated. Students can determine the area of various regions
and use the areas to determine the probability of different outcomes, an excellent connection
between measurement and probability.
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only 4 of 91 students used the standard algorithm and of those 4 students only 2 were correct.
Largely, students relied on a repeated subtraction approach or the missing-factor strategy.
Errors often occurred when students misapplied mathematical properties. For example, students solving 95 , 16 broke it into (95 , 10) + (95 , 10), demonstrating a common misunM21_VAND2084_10_SE_C21.indd
589
derstanding.
Students thought that when using the distributive property you can break apart
the divisor, when instead you need to split the dividend into components.
M09_VAND2084_10_SE_C09.indd 190

Activity 9.2

CCSS-M: 1.OA.A.1; 1.OA.C.6;
2.OA.B.2

How Many Feet in the Bed?
Read How Many Feet in the Bed? by Diane Johnston Hamm. On the second
time through the book, ask students how many more feet are in the bed when
a new person gets in. Ask students to record the equation (e.g., 6 + 2) and tell
how many. Two less can be considered as family members get out of the bed.
Find opportunities to make the connection between counting on and adding
using a number line. For ELs, be sure that they know what the phrases “two
more” and “two less” mean (and clarify the meaning of foot, which is also used
for measuring). Acting out with students in the classroom can be a great illustration for both ELs and students with disabilities.
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b Formative Assessment
Notes
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT Notes. To assess understanding of division algorithms, call
on different students to explain individual steps using the appropriate terminology that
connects to the concept of division. Use an Observation Checklist to record students’ responses,
Assessment is an integral process
indicating how well they understand the algorithm.
who
having difficulty,
you Thinking and Geometric Concepts
538For students
Chapter
19are
Developing
Geometric
within instruction. Similarly, it makes
may want to conduct a short diagnostic interview to explore their level of understanding in
more detail. Begin by having the student complete 115 , 9 and ask them to talk about what
sense to think about what to be listenthey are thinking as they carry out specific steps in the process. If there is difficulty explaining,
ing for (assessing) as you read about
have the student use base-ten materials to directly model the problem and attempt to link the
CCSS-M:
actions to the procedure. Then ask them to discuss verbally the connections between
what was 6.G.A.4; 7.G.A.1
different areas of content developdone with the models and what was written symbolically. ■

Activity 19.40

Three-Dimensional Drawings

ment. Throughout the content chapSTUDENTS
assessment
with
on 2-Centimeter Isometric Grid Paper or 1-Centimeter Isometric Dot Paper. The assumption is that there are
SPECIAL
NEEDS
MyLab Education Self-Check 12.4
notes
with brief
descriptions
of ways
no hidden blocks. From the drawing, the students build the actual building
with blocks.
To record
the result,
they draw a building plan (top view) indicating the number of blocks in to
each
position. the topic in that section.
assess
●◆ Version 2: Students are given the four elevation views and a building plan (top view) (see Figure 19.39). They build
Reading these assessment notes as
the building accordingly and draw two or more of the elevation views. There are four possible views: the front left
and right and the back left and right. For students who struggle, have
them
build the
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paper
you
read
text can
helpofyou
underComputational Estimationlabeled with the words “front,” “back,” “left,” and “right” written on the
four edges to highlight the locations of the
stand
how
best
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different views.
Particularly in multiplicative situations, computational estimation is useful in daily events such
who struggle.
as calculating a tip or figuring out miles per gallon of gasoline. As students move to a more
MyLab Education

●◆ Version 1: Students begin with an isometric three-dimensional drawing of a building created by the teacher
Blackline Master: Observation
Checklist
ters, there are formative

technological world where calculations are frequently carried MyLab
out by devices,
never before
has
Education
Blackline
Master: 2-Centimeter Isometric Grid Paper
judging reasonableness been more important. Those who can estimate well will rarely be misled
MyLab Education Blackline Master: 1-Centimeter Isometric Dot Paper
by a mistake in using a calculator and they can check answers to problems for reasonableness!
Computational estimation skills in multiplication and division round out a full development
of f lexible and f luent thinking with whole numbers. The Common Core State Standards state that
fourth-grade students should “assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation
TECHNOLOGY Note. An amazing computer tool for drawing two-dimensional views
and estimation strategies including rounding” (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010, p. 29).

Technology Notes c

of block buildings is the Isometric Drawing Tool, available at the NCTM Illuminations
Infusing technological tools is important
website. Using mouse clicks students can draw either whole cubes, faces, or just lines. The
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Watch this video showing two lessons
on imagery in a seventh-grade classroom. One explores the building
activities just described and the other
lesson on slicing solids, an activity that
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There are (at least) four ways to notate this quantity:
5
4

1

1
4

1
1
1
1
1
+
+
+
+
4
4
4
4
4

1 +

b Standards for Mathematical Practice
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MyLab Education

Video Example 14.1

Watch this video of Melissa demonstrating her level of understanding of
the relative size of a fraction.

b End
of ChapterVideo
Resources
MyLab
Education
Example 14.2
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Chapter 14 Developing Fraction Concepts

RESOURCES FOR CHAPTER 14
LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
The Doorbell Rang
Hutchins (1986)

Often used to investigate whole-number operations of multiplication and division, this book is also an excellent early
introduction to fractions. The story is a simple tale of two
children preparing to share a plate of 12 cookies. Just as they
have figured out how to share the cookies, the doorbell rings
and more children arrive. You can change the number of children to create a sharing situation that requires fractions (e.g.,
8 children).

The Man Who Counted: A Collection of Mathematical Adventures
Tahan (1993)

This book contains a story, “Beasts of Burden,” about a wise
mathematician, Beremiz, and the narrator, who are traveling
together on one camel. They are asked by three brothers to
solve an argument: Their father has left them 35 camels to divide
among them: half to one brother, one-third to another, and oneninth to the third brother. The story is an excellent context for
fractional parts of sets (and adding fractions). Changing the
number of camels to 36 or 34, does not solve the challenge
because the sum of 12, 13, and 19 will never be one whole, no
matter how many camels are involved. See Bresser (1995) for
three days of activities with this book.

Apple Fractions
Pallotta (2002)

This book offers interesting facts about apples while introducing fractions as fair shares (of apples, a healthier option than
books that focus on chocolate and cookies!). In addition, the
words for fractions are used and connected to fraction symbols, making it a good connection for fractions in grades 1–3.

RECOMMENDED READINGS
Articles
Clarke, D. M., Roche, A., & Mitchell, A. (2008). Ten practical tips for making fractions come alive and make sense.
Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, 13(7), 373–380.

Ten excellent tips for teaching fractions are discussed and
favorite activities are shared. An excellent overview of teaching
fractions.
Lewis, R. M., Gibbons, L. K., Kazemi, E., & Lind T. (2015).
Unwrapping students ideas about fractions. Teaching
Children Mathematics, 22(3), 158–168.
This excellent read provides a how-to for implementing sharing tasks, including sequencing of tasks, questions to pose, and
formatives assessment tool to monitor student understanding.
Freeman, D. W., & Jorgensen, T. A. (2015). Moving beyond
brownies and pizzas. Teaching Children Mathematics, 21(7),
412–420.
This article describes student thinking as they compare fractions. In the more4U pages, they offer excellent sets of tasks
with a range of contexts, each set focusing on a different reasoning strategy for comparing fractions.

Books
Lamon, S. (2012). Teaching fractions and ratios for understanding: Essential content knowledge and instructional strategies.
New York, NY: Taylor & Francis Group.
As the title implies, this book has a wealth of information to
help with better understanding fractions and teaching fractions
well. Many rich tasks and student work are provided throughout.
McNamara, J., & Shaughnessy, M. M. (2010). Beyond pizzas
and pies: 10 essential strategies for supporting fraction sense
(grades 3–5). Sausalito, CA: Math Solutions Publications.
This book has it all—classroom vignettes, discussion of research
on teaching fractions, and many activities, including student
work.

Watch this video of Jacky demonstrating her level of understanding of
The end of each chapter there are Resources,
the relative size of a fraction.
which include “Literature Connections” (found in all
Part II chapters) and “Recommended Readings.”

Literature Connections. Here you will find examples of great children’s literature for launching into
The
term improper fraction is used to describe fractions that are greater t
concepts in the chapter just read.
This the
termmathematics
can be a source
of confusion as the word improper implies that this re
For each title suggested, there is a brief descripacceptable, which is not the case at all—in fact, it is often the preferred represe
tion of how the mathematics concepts in the
Instead,
try not to use this phrase and instead use “fraction” or “fraction gre
chapter can be connected to the story. These litthat the
word improper is not used in the CCSS-M standards.
erature-based mathematics activities will help you
engage students in interesting contexts for doing
Fraction
Size Is Relative
mathematics.
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by itself does
not describe
the sizeyou
of the
Recommended
Readings.
In this section,
will whole. A fraction tells
relationship
the list
partofand
the whole.
Consider
find anbetween
annotated
articles
and books
to aug-the following situation

ment the information found in the chapter. These
include
NCTM of
articles
Pizza recommendations
Fallacy: Mark is offered
the choice
a thirdand
of a pizza or a half of a pizza. Bec
books,
and
other
professional
resources
designed
and likes pizza, he chooses the half. His friend Jane
gets a third of a pizza but ends
thecan
classroom
Mark.for
How
that be? teacher.

Websites
Rational Number Project (http://www.cehd.umn.edu/ci/
rationalnumberproject/rnp1-09.html).
This project offers excellent lessons and other materials for
teaching fraction concepts effectively.

Do you want
half of a pizza
or a third of
a pizza?
One-half of
a pizza

M14_VAND2084_10_SE_C14.indd 372

One-third of
a pizza
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The visual illustrates how Mark got misdirected in his choice. The p
fallacy” is that whenever two or more fractions are discussed in the same co
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Supplements for Instructors
Qualified college adopters can contact their Pearson sales representatives for information on
ordering any of the supplements described below. These instructor supplements are all posted
and available for download (click on Educators) from the Pearson Instructor Resource Center
at www.pearsonhighered.com/irc. The IRC houses the following:
• Instructor’s resource manual: The Instructor’s Resource Manual for the tenth edition includes a wealth of resources designed to help instructors teach the course, including chapter notes, activity suggestions, and suggested assessment and test questions.
• Electronic test bank: An electronic test bank (TB) contains hundreds of challenging
questions as multiple-choice or short-answer questions. Instructors can choose from
these questions and create their own customized exams.
• PowerPoint™ presentation: Ideal for instructors to use for lecture presentations or
student handouts, the PowerPoint presentation provides ready-to-use graphics and text
images tied to the individual chapters and content development of the text.
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